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                                                        The camp is perched atop a knoll offering unspoiled 270° views of the picturesque Mara River and the Savannah. 
The stylish common areas are set on raised platforms, to maximise the views over the river, where you can see the wildebeest crossing or families of elephants. 
The relaxed atmosphere with personalised service evokes a feeling of coming home. Take a dip into the swimming pool or enjoy a nap on the sundeck after an exciting bush experience.
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                                                        Mara River Post offers 16 stylish en-suite safari tents, all offering amazing views over the Mara River.

Public areas available on both sides of the hill feature cozy lounges & bars as well as superbly designed open dining areas. 

Additional features include swimming pool and spa.
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                                                        Comfortable dining and bar tents are available on each side of the hill (catering each for 8 tents). 
Settle into a comfortable armchair and enjoy a drink or relax after your safari at the bar area. 
Savour meals at the open restaurant tent and the terraces while gazing at endless vistas.
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                                                        The whole camp is powered by solar energy. The electricity is supplied by a new generation solar system.
The hot water is provided by solar heating systems. 
The rainwater usage covers up to 80 % of the annual water consumption, the remaining being fetched from a borehole"
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                                                        The swimming pool with a lovely sundeck is a wonderful gathering point and perfect spot for game viewing while cooling off after your game drive. 
Enjoy a chilled drink and the afternoon sun while stretching out on your lounger or relax while being pampered with a traditional massage.
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                                                        "Look at the view" -  16 luxurious canvas tents, each with a furnished  viewing deck overlooking the breathtaking Mara river and the endless plains, are decorated in contemporary African design. 
The tents feature comfort with en-suite bathrooms (flush toilets, bathroom sink and shower), dressing room alcoves and beautiful wooden finishes. 
The thatched roofs guarantee a comfortable temperature inside even during the hottest seasons.
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                                                        The Northern part of the Serengeti (Kogatende) along the Mara River epitomises Africa’s magic. It is definitely one of the world's most famous Safari areas and blessed with a great biodiversity and wildlife.

The Mara River is particularly known for its spectacular and sometimes dramatic scenes that take place between June and October, when millions of wildebeests go across the river trying to survive the riverstream and the attacks of crocodiles.

The River carries water all year round and is also frequented by elephants and a lot of hippos. The great plains give an excellent chance of close encounters with rhinoceros and cheetah hunt gazelles.
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                            Contact details

								Information / Reservations : arusha@mara-river-post.com
	Phone : + 255 784 228 883
	Instagram :  @marariverpost
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